My first debt of thanks is to friends and family who buoyed my commitment to the writing of this book while I struggled under the usual, and not so usual, kinds of pressures. With unending support David and Sandra Hill watched me tiptoe—sometimes stumble—through the academic minefield they saw smoking from afar. Many other intimates and comrades hovered close by and helped animate the spirit, if not the substance, of this long-in-coming work. Ann Fitzgerald and Paul Lauter, Robert Vorlicky, David Linton, John and Pricilla Costello, Kevin Frye, Donald Mendelson, Jon Robyn, Rosyln Berger, Melvin Jackson, Sema Ozogul, and Carina Yervasi are foremost among them.

Fellow graduate students at SUNY Stony Brook, where I never dreamed of whiteness while completing my English Ph.D., are now colleagues spread out across the country. Today they help narrow the cold divide between institutional and ordinary life, and it is my good fortune to be able to call them
friends. These are Devoney Looser, Mona Narian, Barbara Smith, Jhan Hochman, Sheilja Sharma, David Sair, Jim Paxson, Jeffrey Williams, Anthony Jarrels, Jon Scott, David Macauley, Greg Laguero, Michael Bernard-Donals, and Pat Kahana. Clifford Siskin’s now legendary graduate seminars at Stony Brook remain a productive source of edification. As any one of his former students who may read this book will know, Siskin’s influence is detectable in its every twist and turn. Kevin Frye, whom I have already named, I also add to my list of important Stony Brook alums. He should receive yet a third nod of appreciation (and a wink) for taking the pictures in this book of the Promise Keepers’ 1997 march on Washington, D.C., and for having dared to escort its author there.

Michael Sprinker, to whom the work here is dedicated, died while I was making an institutional move that he helped facilitate. Only in his absence do I realize the necessity of his life for my writing to continue. That I continue writing anyway, and in spite of his absence, is I hope a testimony to his lasting influence on my professional and political well being.

Beyond Stony Brook, the camaraderie of H. Aram Veeser and Paul Lyons has provided as much enlightening diversion as support. Ross Chambers has been a willing reader of my work since I became his student at the School of Criticism and Theory as far back as 1992. His encouragement and gentle criticism of the first draft of this book helped move it along to completion, whatever its lingering faults. Thank you, Ross, for reading and for getting me read. I also owe thanks for the occasional word of encouragement from esteemed scholars and fellow travelers such as Len Davis, Fred Pfeil, Eric Lott, Chris Newfield, Robyn Wiegman, Henry Giroux, Steve Martinot, Barbara Foley, Gale Wald, Crystal Bartolovich, Amitava Kumar, Jamie Owen Daniels, Jennifer Brody, Leslie Siskin, and countless anonymous voices at conferences and speaking events who engaged my work. Ted Allen has been an inexhaustible resource concerning the invention of the white race, and a powerful inspiration, in the several years I have been lucky enough to call on him. Warren Montag remains a key collaborator, teacher, and friend. I would also like to thank Michael Bérubé for the inclusion of After Whiteness in the Cultural Front series.

Of all the readers of this book in its nascent stages, none has been more formative than Sharon Holland. Whatever inadequacies still exist here, the book’s successes are the index of a silent collaboration with her as she read along until its completion. Sharon’s generosity as a reader nudged me to where I hoped I might be going in the writing I had yet to work through. She waved me forward with as much insistence as hospitality in the direction of what I only realized later was the substance of my thoughts. Every first-time author should get that kind of invitation and that kind of read.
This book was conceived during my time teaching at Marymount Manhattan College, in New York City. The University at Albany is the place where nearly all of it was later written. So let me thank those colleagues and students I have not already mentioned at both institutions. At Marymount, for taking an interest in my work, thank you Radhika Balakrishnan, Ann Jablon, Peter Baker, Paula Mayhew, Richard Niles, Eleanor Bazzini, Olive Crothers, Anwar Zadini, and Lucian Salidar. At Albany, first, thank you Tom Cohen for getting me work here and for keeping it going. Helen Elam’s encouragement has been at times life sustaining. Randall Craig, Jeffrey Berman, Pierre Joris, Jennifer Fleischner, Donald Byrd, and Dick Goldman have been exceptionally generous in keeping me grounded during the years it took to complete this book. For their concern I am thankful. Rosemary Hennessy, Teresa Ebert, Charles Shepherdson, Mary Valentis, Cary Wolfe, and David Wills have supported my research agenda and continue to make Albany an appropriately challenging and engaging place to work. Gareth Griffiths, my current departmental chair, has provided a space of intellectual freedom such that books like this one may find a legitimate place among the ranks. Of the several faculty added to Albany’s roster of late, Mark Anthony Neal, Edward Schwarzschild, and Lisa Thompson have expressed much-appreciated interest in future collaboration around themes commonly addressed in my work and theirs. I especially want to thank Bret Benjamin for his resolute friendship, rare institutional stamina, and genuine political commitment in difficult times. Thanks also to Laura Wilder, friend and colleague at large. Of the many students I have encountered at Albany, let me single out Todd Emerson Bowers for his contribution to this book.

Beyond U.S. affiliations, I want to express gratitude to Tatiana Venediktova, my host in Moscow, Russia, during a Fulbright Summer School where I offered several lectures on whiteness in 2002. Thank you also to John Ryder, Academic Director, Office of International Programs, SUNY–Moscow State University Center on Russia and the United States, for brokering my visit east. To Toby Clyman, and to fellow U.S. lecturer Sacvan Bercovitch, and the many students in American studies I encountered at Uskoye, thank you for making my Russian experience hospitable and unfamiliar in exactly the right combination.

Though he has since moved from New York University Press, I am indebted to Niko Pfund, who contracted this book and its precursor without much more to go on than our mutual conviction, barely speakable at the time, that somehow whiteness mattered. It is gratifying to have worked with Eric Zinner on the manuscript itself, and to have this book included among so many others I have long admired that Eric has ushered forth. For his labor on the manuscript, for the diligent work of Emily Park, and for the investment of others on the New York University Press editorial and marketing staff in the production of this
book, I am thankful. A special note of thanks to Sarah Johnson, who read early versions of the manuscript, as she has other projects of mine. For copyediting and for correcting other infelicities in the prose, my thanks to Despina Gimbel at NYU Press.

Finally, I want to thank Laura Mendelson for reading the many drafts of the manuscript before and after it was circulated, rewritten, and circulated again. More than that heroic task, I am grateful for the other, better time we have shared together over the last six years. Thanks for going through all of this with me, and for a glimpse at life on the other side of work.
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